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22nd Meeting, 2017 (Session 5) 
 

Wednesday 20 September 2017 
 
The Committee will meet at 9.45 am in the James Clerk Maxwell Room (CR4). 
 
1. Building regulations and fire safety in Scotland: The Committee will take 

evidence from— 
 

John Wood, Policy Manager, Communities Team, COSLA; 
 
Michael Thain, Association of Local Authority Chief Housing Officers; 
 
Dave Aitken, and Alan McAulay, Local Authority Building Standards 
Scotland; 
 
Raymond Barlow, Assistant Head of Planning and Building Standards, 
Glasgow City Council. 
 

2. Subordinate legislation: The Committee will consider the following negative 
instrument— 

 
The Homeless Persons (Unsuitable Accommodation) (Scotland) 
Amendment Order 2017 (SSI 2017/273). 
 

3. Consideration of evidence (in private): The Committee consider the evidence 
heard at agenda item 1. 

 
4. Homelessness: The Committee will take evidence, in a roundtable format, 

from— 
 

Saffron Rohan and Simone Smith; 
 
Rhys Campbell, Thomas Lyon, Julie McCallagh and Emma Pearce. 
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 Local Government and Communities Committee 

 

22nd Meeting 2017 (Session 5), Wednesday 20 September 2017 

 

Building Regulations and Fire Safety in Scotland: Note by the Clerk 

 
Purpose 

 

1. This paper provides background information on the Committee’s inquiry into 
Building regulations and fire safety in Scotland. 

 
Background 
 
2. On 1 February 2017, the Local Government and Communities Committee 

agreed to undertake an inquiry into the building standards verification process. 
 
3. The Committee issued a call for written views on 7 February 2017, which closed 

on 28 February 2017 having received 33 responses. In addition, an online 
survey was launched by the Committee which attracted 1,072 responses. The 
written views, summary of written views and the analysis of the online responses 
can be found online. 
 

Local Government and Communities Committee Consideration 
 
4. The Committee then held an informal meeting with individuals who had 

experienced the building wants process, following by two evidence sessions: 

On 3 May 2017, the Committee took evidence from the following: 

 Nicola Barclay, Chief Executive, Homes for Scotland;  
 Malcolm McLeod, Director, NHBC Scotland;  
 Stephen Kemp, President, Scottish Building Federation;  
 Dave Aitken, Local Authority Building Standards Scotland;  
 Jim Gilmour, Board Member, Federation of Master Builders Scotland.  

Link to papers for meeting on 3 May 2017 
Official Report of meeting on 3 May 2017  

On 14 June 2017, the Committee took evidence from the following: 

 Ross MacKay, Convener, Property Law Committee, Law Society of Scotland;  
 Kenny McKenzie, Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors in Scotland;  
 Gilly Carr, President Elect, Institute of Clerks of Works and Construction 

Inspectorate of Great Britain;  
 Glenn Campbell, Building Standards Manager, Highland Council.  

Link to papers for meeting on 14 June 2017 
Official Report of meeting on 14 June 2017 
 

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/105829.aspx
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Meeting%20Papers/20170503_MeetingPapers.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10927&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Meeting%20Papers/20170614_MeetingPapers.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11014&mode=pdf
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5. Following the tragic fire at Grenfell Tower in London, the Committee agreed at its 
meeting on 21 June to widen its ongoing scrutiny of building regulations in 
Scotland to include the fire safety aspects of these regulations.  
 

6. At its meeting on 13 September, the Committee took evidence from: 
 

David Stewart, Policy Lead, Scottish Federation of Housing 
Associations; 
Kenny McKenzie, Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors in Scotland; 
Denise Christie, Regional Treasurer, Fire Brigades Union Scotland. 
 

Link to paper for the meeting on 13 September 2017 
The Official Report for the meeting on 13 September will be available at 6.00 pm 
on 15 September.  

 
7.  At its meeting on 20 September 2017 the Committee will take evidence from: 
 

a. COSLA 
b. Local Authority Building Standards Scotland (LABSS) 
c. Glasgow City Council 

 
8. Written submissions from COSLA and LABSS are set out at Annexe A. 
 
Next Steps 
 
9. The Committee will take evidence on building regulations and fire safety in 

Scotland at its meeting on 27 September from the Minister for Local Government 
and Housing. 
 

10. The Committee will also consider a draft report on the issues raised.  
  

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Meeting%20Papers/20170913_MeetingPapers.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/ormain.aspx
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/ormain.aspx
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Annexe A 

 

Written Submission from COSLA 
 
COSLA welcomes the opportunity to respond to this consultation and welcomes the 
Committee’s decision to expand the scope of its building regulations inquiry to 
scrutinise accommodation in Scotland’s high-rise accommodation following the 
Grenfell Tower tragedy.  We wish to place on the record our sympathy with the 
residents of Grenfell Tower and their families and hope that lessons can be learned 
from the criminal investigation and the public inquiry to prevent such loss of life 
again.  While housing policy and building regulations are devolved in Scotland, the 
relevant authorities in Scotland do have a role to reassure the public following 
Grenfell and to be aware of any policy recommendations which may arise. 
 
Our view is that a holistic approach should be taken to fire safety in high-rise 
domestic blocks and that, while building standards have a contribution to make, they 
must be seen as part of a wider picture.  A holistic approach should include 
preventative work to encourage safe behaviour; prepare all parties (landlords, 
tenants and the emergency services) for cases of emergency; and, address fabric 
elements which are not covered by building standards such as the materials installed 
within a property (including in privately owned dwellings within multi-tenure blocks). 
 
Background 
  
As the Committee will be aware, the Scottish Government has established a 
Ministerial Working Group on Fire Safety whose efforts have been focused on 
gathering relevant information in relation to high-rise buildings and reviewing building 
standards.  As part of this work, a survey undertaken by the Scottish Government 
indicated that no council high-rise block in Scotland has been clad with the material 
said to have been used on Grenfell Tower i.e. Aluminium Composite Material (ACM). 
 
The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) undertakes quarterly inspections of 
high-rise blocks and reports findings to the relevant local authority or housing 
association for action. There are over 500 high-rise domestic properties under local 
authority majority ownership or management in Scotland.  SFRS also undertake 
Home Fire Safety Checks on request and local authority housing management 
teams can signpost new or existing tenants towards this service. 
 
Response in Scotland 
 
Councils’ early focus was on reassuring residents and tenants in their own stock e.g. 
by instructing Housing Management Officers to visit tenants in all council-owned 
multi-storey flats to discuss any concerns and reassure them about the safety of their 
homes such as over cladding work.  Where relevant, concierge staff were instructed 
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to meet with tenants and make themselves available and visible to respond to any 
relevant queries.  The liaison has been done through tenants’ associations and in 
some cases new structures have been established (e.g. Edinburgh’s Fire Safety 
Tenants and Residents Panel which will allow the Council to directly involve them in 
the review). 
 
At a difficult and concerning time for many residents, local authority staff and elected 
members have played a critical role in supporting the work of housing to reassure 
residents.  We would also like to take the opportunity to commend the Scottish Fire 
and Rescue Service for their invaluable work and the additional effort they have put 
in to working with a range of partners to engage with residents and provide vital 
information.  In particular, we are aware that an additional 700 reassurance 
operations have been taken by the service and that an additional 900 home fire 
safety visits have taken place on top of their usual workload since the Grenfell fire. 
 
 
1. Do you think current fire safety related Scottish building standards, and the 

guidance set out in technical handbooks, minimise the chance of fire starting 

while offering residents and building users sufficient time and means to 

escape when fire does occur? 

 
Overall, we consider that the current fire safety related Scottish building standards 
and guidance are adequate in minimising the chance of fire.  That is not to say, 
however, that Scottish Government should not review building standards in Scotland, 
particularly if any relevant recommendations arise from the criminal investigation or 
the public inquiry into the Grenfell Tower tragedy. 
 
Building standards alone cannot provide the assurance required as the building 
standards ‘verifier’ role only normally involves independent checking of building work 
at design and construction stages.1  Scottish Ministers recently reappointed local 
authorities in Scotland as sole verifiers and COSLA would echo the view of LABSS 
that building standards should remain a local authority function – having local 
authorities as verifiers: 
 

 enables appropriate levels of consistency;  
 ensures profit motives do not obscure safety; and,  
 enables the service to remain democratically accountable. 

 
Building standards’ main functions are granting building warrants and accepting 
completion certificates – they have no remit over existing buildings unless directed 
by the Scottish Government.  Only if existing buildings present a dangerous 
condition are other powers then available under the Building Act to remove the 

                                            
1 http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0051/00516415.pdf  

http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0051/00516415.pdf
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danger.  With this in mind, the standards rightly acknowledge that building standards 
alone do not prevent fire.  The Building Standards Technical Standards (Fire)2 state 
that: 
 

“It is impossible to eliminate the risks from fire altogether and the prevention 
of deliberate or accidental fires caused by the actions of occupants within a 
dwelling are outside the scope of building standards.” (p.2)  

 
This reflects the view of SFRS that the majority of fires that occur in domestic 
dwellings are caused by factors out-with the scope of the technical handbooks. 
 
It should also be recognised that there exists other legislation, apart from building 
regulations, imposing requirements for means of escape in case of fire and other fire 
safety measures that will come into force when the building is occupied e.g. the Fire 
(Scotland) Act 2005 albeit this applies mainly to non-domestic buildings and to 
buildings with a HMO license and to some forms of supported accommodation.  It is 
therefore recommended that consultation with those responsible for applying such 
legislation takes place before the application for building warrant is finalised. 
 
To mitigate against fire and minimise the harm it can cause, we believe a holistic 
approach to fire safety is required.  This would involve building standards compliance 
as well as on-going fire safety compliance, engagement with tenants and capacity 
within the emergency services to respond appropriately.  
 
We welcome the fact that the Scottish Government’s Ministerial Working Group on 
Building and Fire Safety (MSWG) is overseeing a review of building and fire safety 
regulatory frameworks with an initial focus on high rise domestic buildings, following 
the tragic Grenfell Tower fire in London.  COSLA is in close communication with 
Scottish Government and the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) and will 
receive any recommendations that Working Group may make. 
 
Technical Handbook  
 
Although the guidance recognises that fire safety is a developing field of study, the 
standards are evidence-based and are based on performance rather the on 
prescription.  Third party accreditation is a vital part of the safety assurance process 
because the performance or safety of a product or material is largely dependent on 
its installation.  
 
The underpinning principle in relation to fire safety of the technical handbook is set 
out at clause 2.1., noting that: 
 

                                            
2 http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0052/00521750.pdf  

http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0052/00521750.pdf
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“Every building must be designed and constructed in such a way that in the 
event of an outbreak of fire within the building, fire and smoke are inhibited 
from spreading beyond the compartment of origin until any occupants have 
had the time to leave that compartment and any fire containment measures 
have been initiated.”   

 
The guidance is thorough, covering lift wells, garages, etc. and it is worth reflecting 
that local authorities often seek to go further than the minimum standards by 
applying enhanced standards in their properties.  This ‘enhanced’ approach has 
been taken in relation to, for example, bin store areas in many local authority 
domestic blocks. 
 
Some commentary on individual parts of the guidance is provided below: 
 

 In relation to high-rise housing, the pertinent clause would be 2.7.1. and the 
provisions relating specifically and only to high rise domestic buildings and 
their cladding. In particular:  

o Whether or not the provision of cavity barriers is sufficient to relieve the 
obligation otherwise for non-combustible cladding materials; and’  

o To what extent alternative guidance BR135 adequately addresses any 
new information that may arise from the Grenfell enquiry. 

 Clause 2.2.7. covers high-rise domestic buildings.  Openings and penetrations 
are also covered in this section, with the guidance requiring that these are 
kept to a minimum so as to maintain the effectiveness of separating walls and 
ceilings.  An enhanced standard that went beyond the guidance might pay 
attention to other aspects such as windows and window frames.   

 Clause 2.6.4. covers the issue of cladding which has received much public 
attention.  It specifies that cladding materials should be non-combustible and 
anticipates that fire can spread by breaking through a window or other 
opening.   

 Mandatory standard 2.7. then covers the spread of fire on external walls – 
regulations which appeared following the 1999 Irvine fire. 

 
Cladding 
 
While the Local Government Committee has not raised the specific issue of cladding 
on buildings, nor has the Grenfell Tower inquiry yet made any statement in relation 
to cladding, it cannot be ignored that significant public attention has been placed on 
this matter.  As such we feel it is important that the committee considers two key 
points: firstly, that building standards systems and regulations for high-rise domestic 
properties in Scotland mean the type of product used on Grenfell Tower should not 
be used in their cladding systems; and, secondly, that external wall insulation 
schemes on existing buildings do require a building warrant.  A guidance note from 
LABSS outlines detailed processes to be adhered to in order to ensure safety, in 
particular that “The application of external cladding must not negate the fire resisting 
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separation required between houses and flats at junctions with separating floors and 
walls.” 
 
Escape 
 
On escape, full details are set out within the Technical Handbook and we see no 
reason that these would not be satisfactory.  The Technical Handbooks provide 
detailed guidance on means of escape including number required for the occupancy, 
exit widths, travel distances, fire resistance etc. which, when applied, should provide 
building users sufficient time to make their escape from the building.  That said, we 
welcome the Committee paying attention to this and we would take advice from 
experts within the fire service on whether any improvements could be made in the 
escape routes available to residents. 
 
Problems may arise when changes are made during construction or refurbishment 
where materials used do not meet the standards required by the technical 
handbooks. Additionally, the standard of workmanship also has an important part in 
ensuring means of escape are adequate as many of the features cannot be 
inspected on completion of the building construction without a destructive survey 
taking place. 
 
Smoke and Fire alarms 
 
Finally, we note that the Scottish Government will consult shortly on regulations 
relating to smoke and fire alarms.  Although this falls outside the scope of the Local 
Government Committee’s current inquiry, we welcome this development and would 
welcome steps to housing standards consistent across tenures where possible.  
 
2. How the inspection and verification of safety critical elements of domestic 

building work could be improved, with a view to ensuring compliance with 

building standards requirements? 

 
While this question relates to ‘inspection and verification’, the aim of ensuring 
compliance must start with the skills and quality control processes of those 
undertaking building work, who are ultimately responsible for compliance with 
building standards requirements. 
  
In Scotland, only local authorities have been appointed to carry out the verification 
role, this is considered necessary to ensure that there is no conflict of interest 
between the design and construction function and the verification process. The 
verifiers approach to inspection and other checks made on building work has been 
discussed at previous sessions as related to ‘reasonable inquiry’ and the supporting 
Verification During Construction guidance. This guidance is founded on a risk-based 
approach which seeks to target checks where the impact of non-compliance is 
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greatest.  What is also inherent in the ‘key performance reporting’ undertaken by 
verifiers is the reporting to the Scottish Government of issues of national importance 
which could impact on the shape of reasonable inquiry. The whole process needs to 
be dynamic for the use of a verifier’s resources to be effective. 
  
How verifiers carry out site inspections and demonstrate ‘reasonable inquiry’ is set 
out in the guidance document ‘Verification during Construction’ produced by Local 
Authority Building Standards Scotland (LABSS) and the Building Standards Division 
of the Scottish Government. 
 
Breaches or defects found in fire safety checks are recorded and actioned. A number 
of councils have been looking to develop enhanced fire safety standards based on 
new build regulations and international best practice. We welcome the direction of 
travel towards a common housing standard which has received some support from 
the Scottish Government and has been promoted by key organisations in the 
housing sector in Scotland such as SFHA.   
 
Within the relevant guidance it is not clear if mandatory testing of all three elements 
in the cladding specification should be included (i.e. external rainscreen, internal 
insulation material, internal boards).    
 
While the matter may not fall into the category of building standards, we understand 
there to be an issue with owner-occupiers in mixed tenure blocks where they have a 
choice in terms of the provision of fire doors within the individual property.  A local 
authority or RSL cannot force owners to install fire resistant doors or insist that they 
pay for it themselves and we believe this may be a particular issue which has to be 
addressed in law.  
 
The duty to comply with the building regulations lies with the person undertaking the 
building work (normally the building owner).  Persons undertaking work have the 
duty to meet the requirements of the building regulations and if they are unable to do 
so themselves, it is considered that they should be directly engaging the services of 
an appropriate person to ensure that this is achieved (e.g. clerk of works), rather 
than relying on the contractor and sub-contractors to follow the relevant approved 
drawings, specifications, etc.  This is specifically noted within the relevant Scottish 
Government Technical Handbooks for compliance with the building regulations (see 
1.0.3).   
 
One area of improvement suggested by a COSLA member council is in relation to 
notification to the verifier as defined in the Construction Compliance and Notification 
Plan (CCNP). LABSS in partnership with the Federation of Master Builders (FMB) is 
holding an event on the 28th August to highlight the importance of the CCNP as well 
as discussion on compliance in general and the wider roles for the construction 
industry. The introduction to this event outlines the purpose of the day, ‘The purpose 
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of the Seminar is to raise awareness and to promote the compliance of building 
standards in Scotland through joint working between Local Authority Verifiers and 
their industry partners. The “Compliance Agenda” is an important Scottish 
Government directive and LABSS wish to emphasise this initiative with renewed 
thinking with an emphasis on the importance of a holistic approach to construction 
exemplified by procurement conditions, design, inspection, certification and 
verification together with clear recognition of the fundamental skills needed which our 
training bodies can provide.’ 
 
3. Your views on how fire risk assessments for high rise domestic buildings 

could be improved? 

 
It is important to begin by noting that there is no implication that fire risk 
assessments in high-rise blocks in Scotland are inadequate.  That said, the public 
sector and owners / housing providers of high-rise buildings must always be on a 
trajectory of continuous improvement.   
 
We understand that the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service has a policy of carrying 
out fire risk assessments on a quarterly basis.  This is welcome and it is important 
that a minimum frequency is adhered to but also that there is flexibility and capacity 
in the system to undertake more regular checks where necessary.  On the other 
hand, it should be noted that there is no national standard for a fire risk assessment. 
A fire risk assessment must “identify any risks to the safety of employer’s employees 
in respect of harm caused by fire in the workplace” or “identify any risks to the safety 
of relevant persons in respect of harm caused by fire in the relevant premise” (Fire 
Scotland Act 2005, sections 53 and 54). 
 
Local Authority verifiers are not directly involved in the undertaking of fire risk 
assessments for buildings in use and therefore our response to this question is 
limited. However, it is critical that those undertaking fire risk assessment are fully 
aware of the design approach used in any building, in particular the reasoning 
behind any design which may be an alternative to guidance in the technical 
handbooks. 
 
Although we await the outcomes of the criminal investigation and the public inquiry 
into Grenfell, there is strong anecdotal evidence that tenants had raised concerns 
about fire safety in their building which had not been acknowledged.  A vital lesson 
from this tragedy may be that the views and concerns of tenants should never be 
ignored and it may be useful to look at how tenants/residents – who know their own 
homes best – can feed into fire risk assessments or request for one to be carried out.  
 
As noted above, fire risk assessments go beyond (and should go beyond) the scope 
of building standards.  Indeed a recent study by Inside Housing magazine – which 
focused on England but many of whose findings may apply to Scotland – identified 
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the most common fire safety problems in tower blocks.  These include: the 
installation of doors which are not fire resistant; the presence of holes in walls and 
ceilings; improper fire doors, holes and gaps, and poorly boxed-in pipes; flammable 
items, such as mobility scooters, blocking escape routes; an absence of emergency 
lighting in stairways and other communal areas.  
 
Suggestions from some COSLA members have included: 
 

 Forming a working group off all parties responsible for fire safety and 
building standards including contractors to consider any necessary 
changes, avoiding a knee-jerk reaction.  This may simply flow from the 
Ministerial Working Group.  

 Agreeing a common standard of assessment in style content and scope 
which prescribes the purpose and scope, the extent of jurisdiction and set 
parameters for review, amendment after change and time for re-
assessment.  This could also incorporate specific requirements for certain 
building types, domestic, high/low rise and commercial/public. 

 High rise residential blocks (including individual flats) should be explicitly 
defined as a ‘relevant premises’ for the purposes of fire risk assessment. A 
bespoke standard and frequency of review should be specified for the 
same and there should be a clearer process for recording 
recommendations and subsequent remedial action. 

 
 
4. How residents in high rise domestic buildings are encouraged to minimise 

fire safety risks and informed of how to react in case of fire? 
 
Although this question is best answered by those with direct involvement in fire 
prevention, it is critical that those involved in fire prevention have an understanding 
of the fire safety design aspects of the building.  This echoes our recommendation at 
the outset that a holistic approach to fire safety is required.  
 
As indicated above, it is COSLA’s view that residents should play an integral role in 
fire safety and that this requires two-way communication between resident and the 
owner / managing agent of a high-rise block.  Residents should have the opportunity 
for their views and concerns to be heard and acted upon wherever possible – they 
have an unrivalled knowledge of their own homes and common areas.  Similarly, 
tenants must be made aware of risks, how to minimise risk and how to respond in an 
emergency.   
 
In the case of high rise and residents within, the majority landlord should take a 
proactive role in conjunction with the local fire service to raise awareness and 
provide information sessions and a repeatable cycle of information drops on fire 
safety and how tenants/residents can help contribute to this via behaviour and 
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knowledge. The landlord should coordinate and disseminate an informed fire 
response procedure and response plan. 
 
The routes of communication are also important and landlords / managing agents 
should look as much as possible to use media the residents are familiar with and are 
most likely to see e.g. notices through letterboxes may be complemented with digital 
communications such as Facebook / email / Snapchat notifications.  
 
It has been noted that fire extinguishers are not present in some common areas and 
apartments.  Advice many authorities have given is that extinguishing should be 
carried out by trained professionals.  
 
Having spoken to our members, we are aware that a common problem is residents 
removing self-closer from fire doors or leaving fire doors open.  Similarly, there are 
issues such as worn electrical goods which fall out with the remit of building 
standards. Our members have also suggested that:  
 

 There could be provision for the majority owner of the building to enter flats 
with due notice for the purposes of assessing fire safety 

 Tenants could be prohibited from any act which would impede the landlord in 
maintaining fire safety provisions and owners should be prohibited from 
making any alterations to their properties which have the effect of increasing 
the fire risk within the block e.g. removing a 60minute door and replacing with 
a uPVC equivalent. 
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Written Submission from Local Authority Building Standards Scotland 

(LABSS) 
 
LABSS (Local Authority Building Standards Scotland) is a not-for-profit membership 
organisation representing all local authority building standards verifiers in Scotland. 
We are dedicated to protecting the public interest delivered by public sector 
expertise to ensure buildings are safe, accessible, dry and warm. 
 
Our written evidence responds to the specific questions outlined in the invitation to 
attend the Evidence Session. 
 
Question 1: Do you think current fire safety related Scottish building 

standards, and the guidance set out in technical handbooks, minimise the 

chance of fire starting while offering residents and building users sufficient 

time and means to escape when fire does occur? 

 
LABSS response: 

 

It is the LABSS view that current fire safety measures contained within Scottish 
building standards and Section 2 of the supporting technical handbooks provide an 
appropriate and balanced level of fire safety for residents and building users.  
 
Section 2 of the Technical Handbook acknowledges that ‘It is impossible to eliminate 
the risks from fire altogether and the prevention of deliberate or accidental fires 
caused by the actions of occupants within a dwelling are outside the scope of 
building standards’. Therefore, the focus of the guidance is predominantly on 
restricting the growth of fire and smoke to enable residents and building users to 
escape safely as opposed to minimising the chance of fire starting. 
 
In order to provide a holistic approach to fire safety it is essential that building 
standards are complemented by a robust approach to fire prevention and general 
education on fire safety. 
 
It is important to note that our response relates to current building standards, these 
standards have evolved over time and they are applied in a pre-emptive system to 
new building work. 
 
While the technical authors of the standards are best placed to provide the historical 
context as to how the current standards have evolved to this point, all those involved 
in the construction industry must acknowledge the need for standards to be reviewed 
and amended, where required, to meet changes in construction and design 
techniques and technological advances. 
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In this respect LABSS is committed to working with and supporting where requested, 
the Ministerial Working Group on Building and Fire Safety.     
 

Question 2: How the inspection and verification of safety critical elements of 

domestic building work could be improved, with a view to ensuring 

compliance with building standards requirements? 

 

LABSS response: 

 

While this question relates to ‘inspection and verification’ the aim of ensuring 
compliance must start with the skills and quality control processes of those 
undertaking building work, who are ultimately responsible for compliance with 
building standards requirements. 
 
In Scotland, only local authorities have been appointed to carry out the verification 
role, this is considered necessary to ensure that there is no conflict of interest 
between the design and construction function and the verification process. The 
verifiers approach to inspection and other checks made on building work has been 
discussed at previous sessions as related to ‘reasonable inquiry’ and the supporting 
Verification during Construction guidance. This guidance is founded on a risk based 
approach which seeks to target checks where the impact of non-compliance is 
greatest. What is also inherent in the ‘key performance reporting’ undertaken by 
verifiers is the reporting to the Scottish Government of issues of national importance 
which could impact on the shape of reasonable inquiry. The whole process needs to 
be dynamic for the use of a verifier’s resources to be effective. 
 
How verifiers carry out site inspections and demonstrate ‘reasonable inquiry’ is set 
out in the guidance document ‘Verification during Construction’ produced by Local 
Authority Building Standards Scotland (LABSS) and the Building Standards Division 
of the Scottish Government, http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Built-
Environment/Building/Building-standards/verification/2011-17. 
 
One area which could improve compliance relates to notification to the verifier as 
defined in the Construction Compliance and Notification Plan (CCNP). LABSS in 
partnership with the Federation of Master Builders (FMB) is holding an event on the 
28th August to highlight the importance of the CCNP as well as discussion on 
compliance in general and the wider roles for the construction industry. The 
introduction to this event outlines the purpose of the day, ‘The purpose of the 
Seminar is to raise awareness and to promote the compliance of building standards 
in Scotland through joint working between Local Authority Verifiers and their industry 
partners. The “Compliance Agenda” is an important Scottish Government directive 
and LABSS wish to emphasise this initiative with renewed thinking with an emphasis 
on the importance of a holistic approach to construction exemplified by procurement 
conditions, design, inspection, certification and verification together with clear 
recognition of the fundamental skills needed which our training bodies can provide.’ 

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Built-Environment/Building/Building-standards/verification/2011-17
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Built-Environment/Building/Building-standards/verification/2011-17
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Question 3: Your views on how fire risk assessments for high rise domestic 

buildings could be improved? 

 

LABSS response: 

 

Local Authority verifiers are not directly involved in the undertaking of fire risk 
assessments for buildings in use and therefore our response to this question is 
limited. However, it is critical that those undertaking fire risk assessment are fully 
aware of the design approach used for any building, in particular the reasoning 
behind any design which may be an alternative to guidance in the technical 
handbooks. 
 
Question 4: How residents in high rise domestic buildings are encouraged to 

minimise fire safety risks and informed of how to react in case of fire? 

 

LABSS response: 

 

LABSS is of the view that this question is best answered by those with direct 
involvement in fire prevention. However, in a similar way to our response to Q3, it is 
critical that those involved in fire prevention have an understanding of the fire safety 
design aspects of the building. 
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Local Government and Communities Committee 
 

22nd Meeting, 2017 (Session 5), Wednesday 20 September 2017 
 

Subordinate Legislation 
 

Overview of instruments 
 
1. The following instrument, subject to negative procedure, is being considered at 

agenda item 2 today’s meeting: 
 

 The Homeless Persons (Unsuitable Accommodation) (Scotland) Amendment 
Order 2017 (SSI 2017/273). 

 
Procedure 
 
2. Negative instruments are instruments that are “subject to annulment” by 

resolution of the Parliament for a period of 40 days after they are laid. All 
negative instruments are considered by the Delegated Powers and Law Reform 
Committee (on various technical grounds) and by the relevant lead committee 
(on policy grounds). Under Rule 10.4, any member (whether or not a member 
of the lead committee) may, within the 40-day period, lodge a motion for 
consideration by the lead committee recommending annulment of the 
instrument. If the motion is agreed to, the Parliamentary Bureau must then 
lodge a motion to annul the instrument for consideration by the Parliament. 

 
3. If that is also agreed to, Scottish Ministers must revoke the instrument. Each 

negative instrument appears on a committee agenda at the first opportunity 
after the Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee has reported on it. 
This means that, if questions are asked or concerns raised, consideration of the 
instrument can usually be continued to a later meeting to allow correspondence 
to be entered into or a Minister or officials invited to give evidence. In other 
cases, the Committee may be content simply to note the instrument and agree 
to make no recommendation on it. 

 
Background 
 
The Homeless Persons (Unsuitable Accommodation) (Scotland) Amendment 
Order 2017 (SSI 2017/273 
 
4. This Order amends the Homeless Persons (Unsuitable Accommodation) 

(Scotland) Order 2014 to reduce the period of time, during which 
accommodation can be provided which would otherwise be unsuitable, from 14 
to 7 days. The policy note for this instrument is attached at Annexe A. 

 
5. An electronic copy of the instrument is available at: 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2017/273/made.       
  
6. A Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment is attached at Annexe B. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2017/273/made
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Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee Consideration  
 
7. The Delegated Powers and Law Reform (DPLR) Committee considered this 

instrument at its meeting on 12 September 2017 and determined it did not need 
to draw the attention of the Parliament on any grounds within its remit.  

 
Committee Consideration 
 
8. The Committee is not required to report on negative instruments, but should it 

wish to do so, the deadline for reporting on the instrument is 29 October 2017. 
 
9. The Committee is invited to consider the above instrument and whether it 

wishes to report on any issues to the Parliament in relation to it. 
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ANNEXE A 
 

POLICY NOTE 
 

THE HOMELESS PERSONS (UNSUITABLE ACCOMMODATION) (SCOTLAND) 
AMENDMENT ORDER 2017 

 
SSI 2017/273 

 
The above instrument was made in exercise of the powers conferred by section 
29(3) and (4) of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987(1) and all other powers enabling 
them to do so. The instrument is subject to negative procedure.  
 
Policy Objectives  
 
1. The Homeless Persons (Unsuitable Accommodation) (Scotland) Order 2014 
(“the 2014 Order”) prescribes accommodation which may not be used to fulfill the 
duty on local authorities to provide interim accommodation under section 29(1) of the 
Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 in relation to applicants who are pregnant, or whose 
household includes either a pregnant woman or children. Accommodation is 
unsuitable in all circumstances if it is not wind and watertight or not suitable for 
occupation by children. Article 5 of the 2014 Order sets out other conditions any one 
of which if met would also make accommodation unsuitable e.g. it is accommodation 
within which the household does not have the use of adequate cooking facilities and 
use of a living room. Most commonly the type of accommodation that would fall 
within one of those conditions is bed and breakfast accommodation. Article 7 of the 
2014 Order provides two particular circumstances where such accommodation may 
be used and this is time limited to 14 days. The time limit does not apply in the 
circumstances set out in article 6.  
 
2.  This instrument amends the time limit in article 7 from 14 days to 7 days. The aim 
is to minimise the amount of time families with pregnant women and children should 
spend in bed and breakfast accommodation, and reduce the time to a maximum of 7 
days, unless there are exceptional circumstances. 
   
3. The change in legislation will affect local authorities and homeless households 
where the applicant is (a) pregnant; (b) a person whose household includes a 
pregnant woman; or (c) a person whose household includes dependent children.   
  
4. The amendment contributes to the following national outcomes:  
 

 Our children have the best start in life and are ready to succeed. 
 We have improved the life chances for children, young people and families at 

risk. 
 
5. This Order comes into force on 2 October 2017. 

                                                           
(1) 1987 c.26; Section 29(3) and (4) were inserted by section 9(1)(b) of the Homelessness etc. 
(Scotland) Act 2003 (asp 10).  There are amendments to section 29 that are not relevant to this 
Order. 
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Consultation  
  
6. There is no statutory requirement to consult on this instrument, however, the 
Scottish Government consulted with stakeholders from 29 June to 20 July 2017 on 
the impact of the proposed amendment to The Homeless Persons (Unsuitable 
Accommodation) (Scotland) Amendment Order 2017, reducing the time pregnant 
women and families with children spend in unsuitable accommodation from 14 days 
to 7 days.  Stakeholders included local authorities, local government representative 
bodies, the third sector and homelessness charities.  17 organisations responded. 
Respondents felt that the amendment would positively affect pregnant women and 
households with dependent children by further reducing the amount of time they 
spend in unsuitable accommodation.  All stakeholders thought the amendments was 
a positive move and should proceed.  No negative impacts were identified.  
 
Impact Assessments 
  
7. An Equalities Impact Assessment (EQIA) and a Child Rights and Wellbeing 
Impact Assessment CRWIA has been completed and is published on the 
publications page on the Scottish Government Website. No negative equality 
impacts were identified.  
  
Financial Effects  
  
8. A Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment (BRIA) has been completed 
and is attached.  The impact of this policy on business is that there will be no impact 
on business.  
 
Scottish Government 
Directorate for Housing and Social Justice 
 
29 August 2017 
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ANNEXE B 
 

Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment 
 

 
The Homeless Persons (Unsuitable Accommodation) (Scotland) Amendment 

Order 2017 
Purpose and intended effect  
 
Background 
 
1.1.  The SNP 2016 manifesto included a commitment to ‘introduce a cap of one 
week for families with children and pregnant women living in B&B accommodation 
unless there are exceptional circumstances’. 
 
1.2.  To do this, an amendment to the Homeless Persons (Unsuitable 
Accommodation) (Scotland) Order 2014 is required.  Therefore, the purpose of the 
change to the legislation is to amend the unsuitable accommodation order from 14 
days to 7 days for families with children or pregnant women living in bed and 
breakfast accommodation, unless there are exceptional circumstances.   
 
1.3.  Local authorities currently demonstrate good practice in providing suitable 
accommodation for homeless applicants.  The use of bed and breakfast 
accommodation should be used only in exceptional circumstances when temporarily 
housing families with children or pregnant women.  The desired outcome of the 
change to the legislation is to minimise the amount of time pregnant women and 
families with children should spend in this type of accommodation.  
 
 Objective 

 
1.4  This policy contributes to the Scottish Government’s work on alleviating and 
tackling homelessness.  The policy contributes to the following National Outcomes:  
 

 Our children have the best start in life and are ready to succeed 
 We have improved the life chances for children, young people and families at 

risk. 
 
1.5  The objective fits with the Scottish Government’s strategic ‘Safer and Stronger 
Scotland’ objective.  This helps local communities to flourish, becoming stronger, 
safer places to live, offering improved opportunities and a better quality of life.   
 
1.6  The Scottish Government’s Housing Vision is that ‘all people in Scotland live in 
high quality, sustainable homes that they can afford and that meet their needs’.  The 
amendment of the Order contributes to the intermediate Housing Vision outcomes of 
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‘A Well Functioning Housing System’ and ‘Homes that Meet People’s Needs’. 
 
Rationale for Government Intervention 
 
1.7  Local authorities have a number of duties under homelessness legislation, and 
section 29(1) of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 places a duty on local authorities to 
provide interim accommodation to certain applicants who present as homeless.   
 
1.8  The Homeless Persons (Unsuitable Accommodation) (Scotland) Order 2004 
describes accommodation that may not be used to fulfil this duty for households 
where the applicant is (a) pregnant, (b) a person whose household includes a 
pregnant woman; or (c) a person whose household includes dependent children.  
The Order effectively bans the use of bed and breakfast accommodation for families 
with children, except in specific circumstances.  The power to make an Order 
specifying unsuitable accommodation was introduced through the Homelessness 
etc. (Scotland) Act 2003.   
 
1.9  The Scottish Government Code of Guidance on Homelessness 2005 states ‘The 
Homelessness etc. (Scotland) Act 2003 contained a provision which allowed Scottish 
Ministers to create regulations which would limit the use of bed and breakfast 
accommodation across Scotland, establishing consistency in this area’.  
 
1.10 However it goes on to state that it is an ‘Order on standards which temporary 
accommodation for households with children and pregnant women must meet. The 
purpose of this Order is to put an end to the routine use of bed and breakfast 
accommodation and other unsuitable accommodation for these households’ 
 
1.11 Section 9.12 of the Code of Guidance states ‘Note that these regulations do not 
just cover bed and breakfasts, but go wider to cover any temporary accommodation 
used by local authorities in fulfilling this duty’. 
 
1.12 The amendment to the Order therefore seeks to further extend the rights of 
pregnant women and families with children so that if they are housed in this type of 
accommodation, they can only reside there for a maximum of 7 days (14 days 
currently). 

 
Consultation  
 

 Within Government 
 

2.1  We have worked closely with colleagues in the Scottish Government Legal 
Directorate to redraft the existing Order including the amendment.  In developing this 
BRIA we have consulted with colleagues in the Better Regulations team, the Scottish 
Statutory Instrument Admin team , the Access to Justice team, and the Cabinet 
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Parliament and Governance Team. 
 

 Consultation 
 

2.2  A consultation with key stakeholders commenced on 29 June 2017 and ran until 
20 July 2017.  A total of 17 responses were received.  Responses were received 
from ALACHO, COSLA, Glasgow Homelessness Network, Shelter Scotland, Crisis, 
Scottish Women’s Aid, Highland Council, South Lanarkshire Council, West 
Dunbartonshire Council, Angus Council, Aberdeen City Council, Fife Council, East 
Ayrshire Council, Clackmannanshire Council, Glasgow City Council, South West of 
Scotland Housing Options Hub and Aberdeenshire Council.   

 
 Business 

 
2.3 Through the consultation, we gained an understanding of the business impact of 
amending The Homeless Persons (Unsuitable Accommodation) (Scotland) Order 
2014.  Stakeholders considered that this change would not have an impact on 
business i.e. proprietors of bed and breakfast accommodation, as this type of 
accommodation is used infrequently by local authorities. 
 
 
Options  
 
Option 1:  Amend The Homeless Persons (Unsuitable Accommodation) (Scotland) 
Order 2014  to reduce the period of time during which accommodation can be 
provided in terms of regulation 7 which would otherwise be unsuitable from 14 days 
to 7 days. 
 
Option 2:  Do not amend the existing Homeless Persons (Unsuitable 
Accommodation) (Scotland) Order 2014. 

 
Sectors and groups affected 
 
3.1  Local authorities and homeless households where the applicant is (a) pregnant; 
(b) a person whose household includes a pregnant woman; or (c) a person whose 
household includes dependent children.    
 
Benefits 
 
Option 1 
3.2  The amendment to the Order looks to reduce the time pregnant women and 
families with children would be required to stay in bed and breakfast accommodation 
to 7 days (currently 14) before being moved to suitable temporary or settled 
accommodation. 
 
Costs 
3.3  Local authorities currently demonstrate good practice in providing suitable 
accommodation for homeless applicants and respondents felt that there would be 
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little or no likely impact on costs.   
 
Option 2 
 
3.4  If the order was to remain unchanged, then pregnant women and families with 
children could be required to stay in bed and breakfast accommodation for a 
maximum of 14 days instead of the desired 7 days as set out in the amendment to 
the legislation. 
 
Costs 
 
3.5  No cost implications for this option. 

 
 
Scottish Firms Impact Test  
 
4.1  As part of the consultation process, we engaged with local authorities and other 
key partner organisations to gain an understanding of the business impact of 
replacing or amending The Homeless Persons (Unsuitable Accommodation) 
(Scotland) Order 2014 and identifying costs associated with this.  Respondents 
identified no or little impact on their organisations and its stakeholders in terms of 
cost or resources.  Respondents pointed out that it would give an added layer of 
protection to potentially vulnerable households, and that it would be cost neutral as 
bed and breakfast accommodation is currently rarely used. 
 
Competition Assessment 
 
4.2  We have applied the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) Competition 
Filter questions and find there will be no impact on competition. 

 
4.3  Using the CMA Competition Filter questions we have concluded that the 
proposals will neither directly or indirectly limit the number or range of suppliers, limit 
the ability of suppliers to compete or reduce suppliers' incentives to compete 
vigorously. 
 

 Will the measure directly or indirectly limit the number or range of 
suppliers?  

 
No 
 

 Will the measure limit the ability of suppliers to compete?  
 

No 
 

 Will the measure limit suppliers’ incentives to compete vigorously?  
 

No 
 

 Will the measure limit the choices and information available to 
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consumers? 
 

No 
 
Test run of business forms 
 
4.4  No new business forms are expected to be introduced as a result of the 
amendment. 

 
 
Legal Aid Impact Test  
 
5.1 Colleagues from the Scottish Legal Aid Board have confirmed that they do not 
foresee an impact on the legal aid fund. 

 
 
Enforcement, sanctions and monitoring  
 
6.1  Local authorities are required to report breaches of the Unsuitable 
Accommodation Order to the Scottish Government through their statistical returns, 
which will be monitored by the Scottish Housing Regulator and investigated 
accordingly. 
 
 
Implementation and delivery plan  
 
7.1  The Homeless Persons (Unsuitable Accommodation) (Scotland) Amendment 
Order 2017 will be laid in the Scottish Parliament on 31 August 2017 and will come 
into force on 2 October 2017. 
 
 Post-implementation review 
 
7.2  Scottish Government Legal Directorate has confirmed that there is no statutory 
requirement to review the operation of the Order.  As part of the high level 
homelessness group, part of its role may be to look at opening up the Order to wider 
equality groups.  If no review takes place, then one will take place within 10 years. 
  
 
Summary and recommendation  
 
8.1  We recommend the implementation of option 1; Amend The Homeless Persons 
(Unsuitable Accommodation) (Scotland) Order 2014 to reduce the period of time 
during which accommodation can be provided in terms of regulation 7, which would 
otherwise be unsuitable, from 14 days to 7 days. 

 
 Summary costs and benefits table 
Option Total benefit per annum:   

- economic, environmental, social 
Total cost per annum: 
- economic, environmental, social 
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- policy and administrative 
1 The social benefit would be to 

pregnant women and families with 
children who could be required to 
stay in bed and breakfast 
accommodation for less time than 
they do currently, reducing from the 
current 14 to 7 days. 

Local authorities are unlikely to incur 
any additional costs as they rarely 
use bed and breakfast 
accommodation. 

2 No particular benefit to this option, 
other than local authorities can 
keep pregnant women and families 
with children in bed and breakfast 
accommodation for 14 days 
instead of 7. 

The social cost would be for the 
occasions that pregnant women or 
families with children are placed in 
bed and breakfast accommodation 
could be required to stay there for 
14 days instead of the proposed 7 
days as proposed in the amendment 
in the legislation. 

 
 
 
Declaration and publication  
 

 Sign-off for Final BRIAs: 
I have read the Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment and I am satisfied that 
(a) it represents a fair and reasonable view of the expected costs, benefits and 
impact of the policy, and (b) that the benefits justify the costs.  I am satisfied that 
business impact has been assessed with the support of businesses in Scotland. 
 
Signed: Angela Constance MSP 
 
Date: 29 August 2017 
 
Angela Constance 
Cabinet Secretary for Communities, Social Security and Equalities 
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 Local Government and Communities Committee 

 

22nd Meeting 2017 (Session 5), Wednesday 20 September 2017 

 

Homelessness: Note by the Clerk 

 
Purpose 

 

1. This paper provides background information on the Committee’s inquiry into 
homelessness. 

 
Background 
 
2. At its meeting on 8 February 2017, the Committee agreed its approach to the 

work it wished to undertake on homelessness. As part of this work, the 
Committee made three fact finding visits in February and March 2017. The 
Committee held evidence sessions on 8 and 22 March 2017 with a number of 
stakeholders and organisations involved in the fact finding visits. 

 
Fact Finding Visits 
 
3. On 22 February 2017, Members visited Streetwork in Edinburgh and met with 

staff and users of their crisis service. The service provides accommodation and 
support services for people in housing crisis or who are facing sleeping rough. 

 
4. On 27 February 2017, Members visited the Simon Community in Glasgow and 

met with staff and women who are in emergency and temporary accommodation. 
Members also met with the Legal Services Agency to discuss issues in relation 
to the providing legal support to homeless people. 

 
5. On 6 March 2017, Members visited Churches Action for the Homeless (CATH) in 

Perth and meet with staff to discuss issues relating to homelessness in rural 
Perth and Kinross. Members also accompanied development workers from 
CATH’s Outreach and Floating Support teams to rural locations and meet with 
service users. 

 
Local Government and Communities Committee Consideration 
 
6. On 8 March 2017, the Committee took evidence from the following: 
 

 Adam Lang, Head of Communications and Policy, Shelter Scotland; 
 Tony Cain, Policy Manager, Association of Local Authority Chief Housing 

Officers; 
 Lee Clark, Manager, Conflict Resolution Service, and Mark Kennedy, 

Manager, Homeless Prevention Service, Cyrenians; 
 Jan Williamson, Head of Services, Streetwork. 
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Link to papers for meeting on 8 March 2017 
Official Report of meeting on 8 March 2017 

On 22 March 2017, the Committee took evidence from the following: 

 Margaret Ann Brünjes, Director, Glasgow Homelessness Network; 
 Eddie Nelson, Day Centre Manager, Churches Action for the Homeless; 
 Beth Reid, Policy Manager (Scotland), Crisis. 

 
Link to papers for meeting on 22 March 2017 
Official Report of meeting on 22 March 2017 
 

Call for Views 
 

7. Following the evidence sessions on 8 and 22 March 2017, the Committee issued 
a wider call for views, based on the issues raised in its fact-finding visits and 
evidence sessions, from all interested parties as part of its work on 
homelessness. The submissions received as part of this call for views can be 
found at the following link: 

 
Link to written submissions received on homelessness 
 

8. Following the closure of the call for written evidence, the Committee considered 
the submissions received and agreed to hold a number of evidence sessions in 
September and October 2017. At its meeting on 20 September, the Committee 
will take evidence from people with lived experience of homelessness: 

 
 Saffron Rohan and Simone Smith (nominated by the Advisory Group at 

the Life Changes Trust) 
 Rhys Campbell, Thomas Lyon, Julie McCallagh and Emma Pearce 

(nominated by Shelter Scotland) 
 
9. Saffron Rohan and Simone Smith are two of the authors of the written 

submission to the Committee’s call for views from the Advisory Group at the Life 
Changes Trust. This is attached at Annexe A. 

 
Next Steps 
 
10. The Committee will take evidence on homelessness from Glasgow Housing 

Options Steering Board, Shelter Scotland, Homeless Action Scotland and NHS 
Health Scotland at its meeting on 27 September 2017. The Committee will hold 
further evidence sessions with stakeholders and the Scottish Government in 
October 2017. 
 

  

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Meeting%20Papers/20170308_MeetingPapers.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10834&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Meeting%20Papers/20170322_MeetingPapers.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10865&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/104826.aspx
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Annexe A 

 
Written Submission from the Advisory Group at the Life Changes Trust 

 
Introduction and Background 
 
We are members of the care experienced advisory group at the Life Changes Trust. 
We come from a variety of care experienced backgrounds, ranging from kinship care 
to residential care. As we all have had our own diverse experience of the care 
system, our advisory group consists of many individuals that have had their own 
experiences of being homeless after leaving care that occurred before their 26th 
birthday. Their experience of homelessness ranges from a period of a few months, to 
being in and out of homelessness over the course of a few years. For example, one 
member of our group left care at 17 to be placed straight into homeless 
accommodation. Since then, she has been in and out of a variety of homeless 
accommodation seven times between the ages of 17 – 21 with a new-born baby. As 
examples like ours are occurring all over Scotland daily, we feel that the local 
government should be raising awareness and making care experienced young 
people a priority ensuring that the correct support is put into place for those care 
experienced young people that are currently homeless, or are at risk of becoming 
homeless.   
 
The Life Changes Trust developed their Care Experienced Advisory Group to ensure 
care experienced young people were at the heart of the Trust’s decision making. 
Since the launch of the advisory group we, as care experienced advisors, are 
helping to develop a variety of funding initiatives, one of which is the concept of 
‘home’. From the scoping stage of this initiative, we were able to use our own 
experiences to cover the main aspects of ‘home’ that we all value, and feel many 
others out-with our group will agree. This has led us to acknowledge that 
homelessness is a huge part of our care experienced identity, even if some of us 
have not experienced it ourselves, as many vulnerable care experienced young 
people are faced with homelessness on a daily basis. 
 
Main Points 
 
Homelessness disproportionately affects young people who have experience of the 
care system. The Scottish Government has committed to improving their lives and 
yet this a fundamental way in which they consistently fall through the cracks. We 
believe clear leadership from the Scottish Government is needed and that local 
authorities should be encouraged to address this issue. The Life Changes Trust is 
attempting to do this through their funded Champions Boards where corporate 
parents and young people are working together to address these kinds of issues. We 
call on the Scottish Government to: 
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- Endorse the Scottish Care Leavers Covenant. 
- Require Local Authorities to ensure they make provision for their care 

experienced young people.  
- Ensure that all Local Authority Areas are providing effective supports to all 

care experienced young people presenting as homeless, and those at risk of 
presenting as homeless.  

 
At the Rock Trust; Ending Youth Homelessness Conference, one of the questions 
raised was: ‘How can you present as homeless when the authority is your parent’. 
This is fundamentally the basis to our argument as, in our opinion, care experienced 
young people should not be leaving care to go straight into homeless 
accommodation. With the use of National data, of the 1,283 care leavers between 
2015/16, 10 young people had nowhere to go and immediately became homeless 
(Scottish Government 2017a). Although this number can be seen as relatively small, 
these 10 individuals are not getting the support we feel should be put in place for 
every single care experienced individual by their local authorities and corporate 
parents. This figure also does not include those that applied for homeless 
accommodation after leaving their care placement. Of the 34,622 homeless 
applicants applying for homelessness last year, 1, 479 have disclosed they have had 
care experience at some point in their lives, with a further 11,782 applicants 
responding with ‘unknown’, or refused to answer this question (Scottish Government 
2017b). We feel that extra steps should be implemented to ensure care experienced 
young people do not present as homeless at any point before they are 26 years old, 
and if in the event they do, the correct support is in place.  Our suggestion follows 
the lines of guidance such as: The Scottish Care Leavers Covenant, The Housing 
Options Protocols, and Staying Put Guidance, as each explicitly state that no care 
leaver should ever need to present as homeless to be able to access housing. The 
fact that so many care leavers do present as homeless calls into question both the 
role of corporate parenting at a Local Government level and SHANARRI, as 
presenting as homelessness, prior to your 26th birthday, violates many of these 
indicators that were put in place by The Children and Young People (Scotland) Act in 
2014 as an expansion on wellbeing from the GIRFEC approach (Scottish 
Government 2015). 
 
Temporary accommodation 
 
We feel all local authorities should work closely with landlords to provide safe and 
suitable temporary accommodation for all care experienced young people who are at 
risk of presenting as homeless. One of our advisors that has experienced negative 
temporary accommodation herself, shares: 
 

I got placed in a homeless unit with adults who had drug and alcohol 
addictions. This accommodation wasn’t appropriate for me or my 
new born daughter as the surrounding environment were awful for 
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her to be raised. It was also negative for myself as I was 17 at the 
time and looking back as I was vulnerable, and susceptible to the 
negative influences that were surrounding my life due to the bad 
placement. 

 
Our advisor’s story is unfortunately not an uncommon occurrence, as inappropriate 
accommodation is also shown in a study by MacLennan (2008) where young 
individuals were placed in a variety of dangerous housing placements, including a 
B&B with a convicted murder who also resided there at the same time. When care 
experienced young people get placed into supported or homeless accommodation 
that is not suitable for them, it can have a major impact on their mental health and 
wellbeing, as many homeless accommodations are not suitable places for young 
people to live and feel safe in - which is shown clearly in the examples above. This 
again can be seen to question the SHANARRI indicators calling into question what is 
in place for young people, especially those who are in the most vulnerable 
categories at risk of presenting as homeless.  
 
When speaking to young people from different local authorities, one young person 
stated that he was placed in a temporary flat for three months. His flat had no 
television ariel which he felt isolated him further. If this young person wanted to 
watch television, he would have had to pay for an ariel even though this was not his 
permanent address. Although this is a basic example of problems, which arise within 
temporary accommodation, it should not be easily dismissed, as this is something 
that is deemed very important to this young person. By giving care experienced 
young people a home that they can say is theirs, creates a sense of ownership, and 
like many other situations out-with their control, their home should be something that 
no-one can take away from them.  
 
Other Areas of Concern  
 
We feel there is not enough supported accommodation options for care experienced 
young people. For example, East Renfrewshire only has one supported 
accommodation unit for all homeless young people, meaning vulnerable care 
experienced young people, under the age of 26, won’t necessarily get the support 
they need. By having supported units predominantly targeting care experienced 
young people within all local authorities allows those most vulnerable to get the 
support they need.  
 
Housing and discretional benefits only affect poorer areas and from our own 
experiences 16-18 year olds find these benefits harder to receive in particular. In our 
experience housing options are very limited and is looked upon as a postcode 
lottery. Although there are now more measures put into place than before there are 
still huge problems with homelessness preventions. Local authorities should have 
more housing options for young people who have left care, and for those that have 
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been in placements that have suddenly broken down, as we have found that 
homeless accommodation units are for everyone and are often filled with individuals 
that have drug and alcohol problems. Care experienced young people are 
particularly vulnerable to such environments and this overall has negative impacts on 
their general health and also their physical and mental wellbeing.  
 
Austerity affects care experienced young people disproportionately because they 
often come from the most deprived and poverty stricken areas. Any cuts to welfare 
and a dehumanised benefit systems directly impacts us, and all other vulnerable 
care experienced young people, which will also contribute to the high numbers of 
care experienced young people experiencing homelessness prior to their 26th 
birthday.  
 
Supporting Evidence: 
 
While care leavers have only been mentioned briefly within the evidence that has 
been previously submitted to the committee, homelessness among young people 
that have experience in care has been a concern for years, and all of the above 
arguments are supported by decades of research and evidence. Research has 
consistently shown that care leavers are most likely to become homeless and/or 
experience housing instability as a result of their previous experiences and their 
vulnerability as they have limited resources and support compared to their peers 
(Scottish Care Leavers Covenant 2015).  
 
Research has also shown recurring themes, such as leaving care too soon, lack of 
support, and inappropriate placements, have caused up to 5% of care experienced 
young people to become homeless as soon as they leave care, with as many as 
35% of the care experienced population presenting as homeless to their local 
authorities before their 25th birthday (Duncalf 2009; Dixon and Stein 2003). With the 
legal age of an individual leaving care currently standing at 16 years old, eight times 
as many 16 year olds are leaving care as at 18.  With the average age of leaving 
care currently at 17- this in comparison is younger than their peers. Many of these 
care experienced young people are leaving at a young age unequipped and 
unsupported for their transition into adulthood when moving from their placement into 
their own accommodation (CELCIS 2015). According to the Centre for Social 
Justice, 44% of care leavers stating they left care too early, and 57% were unable to 
manage their money and other basic living skills (The Centre for Social Justice 
2015).  
 
A study by Dixon and Stein (2003) has shown that from a focus group of 107 care 
experienced individuals, just over one third (35%) of individuals were homeless or 
had been homeless at some point since leaving care; with homelessness being 
defined as those sleeping rough, couch surfing, placed in a homeless hostel, or 
having no choice but to stay with friends or family.  
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Recommendations: 
 
We believe the Local Governments should provide more housing options and 
support services in all local authority areas, which has the ability to be tailored to 
each individual’s needs. This includes the likes of supported services providing 
vulnerable care experienced young people with crucial living skills such as: how to 
handle their money, tax and utilities, and how to care for a home. We feel like this 
will cause a positive ripple effect which has the potential of preventing young people 
from building up debt which in the long run will prevent them from presenting as 
homeless before they turn 26 years old. Our idea would be beneficial to young 
people such as those presented in the study above by The Centre for Social Justice. 
We feel like this added support providing crucial learning of basic living skills, could 
have potentially prevented many of the 57% of young individuals presenting as 
homeless due to lack of skills and knowledge in The Centre for Social Justice’s study 
(The Centre for Social Justice 2015). Our recommendation of transitional support is 
also recommended by Daining and DePanfilis (2007) as providing transitional 
support as an option to care experienced young people, especially those most at risk 
of presenting as homeless, allows those individuals time to learn to manage their 
money, finish their education, and hopefully gain appropriate employment, all of 
which aids their self-sufficiency. It has also been shown that leaving care at a later 
stage increases the likelihood of a more successful transition as individuals will have 
had more time to receive basic living skills, and other fundamental skills (CELCIS 
2015). If all of this extra support is set by the Local Government when working with 
other Committees (such as Equalities and Human Rights Committee) by providing 
clear guidance and examples of good practice for all Local Authorities to follow, we 
feel that in the long run, this will help reduce the numbers of vulnerable young people 
presenting to their local authority as homeless in the future. 
 
We also believe that the government should investigate all bad practise by 
developing a team of designated housing officers, including a care experienced 
worker, that will work across all local authorities to ensure that care experienced 
young people are looked after by housing associations and their local authorities, as 
it is their duty as corporate parents to provide safe and accessible accommodation. 
This will be possible by creating more resources in terms of housing and support for 
care experienced young people. Doing so will put pressure on housing associations 
to fulfil their duties as corporate parents, and provide adequate housing in safer, 
better areas to those care experienced young people that need it. Overall, these care 
experienced young people are among the most vulnerable and they need to be 
placed within a safe environment when extra support is needed, surrounded by 
positive influences, for any chance to succeed in their future.  
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Thank you for providing us with this opportunity to respond. We hope our insight has 
been helpful; we would be happy to discuss any aspects in further detail.  
 

Submitted by: Simone Smith, Saffron Rohan and Claire Kenny 
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